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Systems of elements. Suppose we have an aggregate, a class, a collection 
or a system of undefined objects. Label these with the letters of the 
alphab~t, :with a letter and subscripts; or in some other convenient manner. 
E.g., a, :b, • • • or x1, X2 , • • • • 
We shall-have the real numbers in mind most often and will be concerned 
with practical prQb.lems in connection with their combination. A system 
could consist of the positive integers, the rational numbers. 
O~erations. A rule or rules of combination may be defined for our system. 
For the real numbers, we shall be concerned with the understood opera-
tions of addition (+) and multiplication (x) and their inverses, subtraction 
(-) and division (y). Division by zero is not permitted. 
These rules, for the system of real numbers, possess certain properties 
which do not hold for all systems and operations. The properties are: 
Addition Multiplication 
Commutativity a+b = b+a ab = ba 
Associativity a+(b+c) = (a+b)+c a(bc) = (ab)c 
The game. We now proceed to use our system and the rules to play a 
game of solitaire. The end result will be given and the player required to 
use the system and rules to attain this result. No inferences will be re-
quired. The process is deduction, not induction. 
Notation. Let X denote a variable. If n observations are made on X, 
denote them by x1, x2, ••• , Xn. For example, X might denote weight of child-
ren at birth. For n = 4 children, we might observe x1 = 7 lbs. 'oz., x2 = 
8 lbs. 1 oz., x3 = 7 lbs. 10 oz. and x4 = 6 lbs. 15 oz. The subscripts serve 
as labels or names for the individual weights. These have been given in the 
order in which the observations were made and not in a rank order. 
A common operation in statistics is addition. t·Te may write 
xl + ~ + ••• +xi+ ••• + xn, 
which will certainly be a nuisance, or develop a shorthand. A common short-
hand is the left-hand side of the following equation: 
n 
~X. = x1 + x2 + ••• +X. + ••• +X • i=l ~ ~ n 
The right-hand side is essentially a definition· of the left. E denotes 
summation. We sum all the X!s or, alternately, the Xi's :fori= 1, 2, ••• , 
n. The :first subscript is written below the E and the-last above. We 
term 1 an index, an index of summation, and it takes on integral values. 
In the longhand :form, the :first and second subscripts are generally shown 
to set the pattern of subscripts. E.g., x1 + x3 + ••• indicates that 
every other observation, beginning with the :first is to be added. 
PROBLEMS OF NOTATION 
Given a set of observations Xl' x2, ••• , Xi, ••• ·' Xn which are the 
numbers 17, 21, 13, 19, 19, 20, 18, 16. 
1. What is the value of n? 
2. II II II II 11 X. :for i = 1? 3? 6? ~ 
3. II II II II " i II xi = 17? 18? 19? 
·4. II II II II II X II i = 1? 2? 3? 2i 
5. II II II II II x2i+l :for i = 1? 3? 
PROBLEMS involvin~ addition 
Using the numbers given for the previous set of questions: 
n 4 4 
1. Find i~lxi, i~lx2i' i~lx2i-l" 
n n 
2. Find E (Xi+l), .E (Xi-10). i=l ~=1 
n n 
j. Find E (lOXi), E (X./10). i=l i=1 ~ 
n n i 
.4. Find ..;E=1 (-Xi), E (-1) X .• 
... i=1 ~ 
ALGEBRA PROBLEMS 
1. Given three sets of n numbers each, prove 
Theorem 1: E(Xi+Yi-zi) = EXi + EYi - EZi 
2. Prove Theorem 2: E(X.+a) = EX. + na ~ ~ 
3. Prove Theorem 3: EcXi = cEXi. 
4. Prove E(Xi-x) = o 
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ALGEBRA PROBLEMS, (c't'd) 
(EX. )2 -
Prove _.-J.---. = m2 
n 
6. Prove 
Prove 
8. Prove 
(EX. )2 
~(X. - x)2 = EX 2 - J. J. i n 
(EX. )2 
EXi(Xi- x) = EXi2- nl. 
E(X. - a)2 = E(X. - x)2 + n(x - a)2 l. J. 
Does this entitle you to conclude that E(X. - x)2 is a minimum sum 
of squares? Explain. J. 
Coding. The arithmetic vrhich is a part of statistics is often simpli-
fied by coding the original data. For example, a set of numbers such as 
1897.358, 1897.363, 1897.341, 1897.377, ••• might be coded as 58, 63, 41, 
77, •••• The arithmetic operations such as computing a mean and a variance 
are carried out with the simpler set of numbers and the results are then de-
coded to apply to the original data. 
Let x1, x2, ••• , Xn be the original data. Code as Y1, Y2, ••• , Yn 
where Yi =a+ bX1 • Hence Xi= (Yi- a)/b. 
If we observe the coding carefully, the order of procedure is seen to be 
i. Multiply xi by £ 
ii. Add a to the result of step i. 
Decoding is the reverse procedure involving inverse operations. We proceed to 
i. Subtract a from Y. 
- l. 
ii. Divide the result by E• 
In computing a mean, coded values are used. We have 
y = 1zy1 = 1 [ E (a + bX. ) ] n n 1 
= 1 [ na + bEX.] by Theorems 2 and 3 
n 1 
na EXi 
=- + b---=-
n n 
= a + bx 
Hence x = (y - a)/b. Decoding a mean is seen to be the same operation as 
decoding an observation. 
In computing a variance with coded values, only the step involving mul-
tiplication of a constant has any effect on the variance. (The numbers 1,2,3,4 
are no more variable than the numbers 101,102,103,104.) Step ii of the coding 
process has no effect. Step i of the decoding process is not applied, 
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1. Prove that s 2 
sy2 = a2sx2 and sx2 Y 
= a2 
From the preceding problem, it follows that By = asX and sx = sy/a. 
2. Prove that for n = 2 1 
.. 
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Simultaneous samples. It is far more common to have a sampling opera-
tion involve several populations rather than a single one. If a sampling 
operation involves two populations and the observations are paired, then 
it will be possible to consider that a single population, one of differences, 
has been sampled. This is the exception and the one-population approach 
is not necessary. 
When tl-TO or more populations are sampled, it is possible to use 
different letters for the observations from the different populations. 
Thus 1-te might use Xi, ••• , Xn and Y1, ••• , Ym to represent a sample of size 
n from a population of X's and one of size m from a population of Y's. 
However, a more common procedure is to use two subscripts, one to denote 
the sample and one for the observation within the sample. 
Let X .. represent the j-th observation on the i-th sample, i = 1, ••• , k l.J 
and j = 1, ••• , n1 • Thus we have k samples which are not necessarily of 
the same size since ni need not equal nj, and so on. 
PROBLEMS OF NOTATION 
Let 1,3,6,3; 3,2,7,9,5; 4,6,7,8,11; and 4,5,9,7,11,8 be samples ob-
tained in a single experiment and from possibly different populations. 
Using the not~tion of the preceding paragraph, answer the following: 
1. Hhat is the value of k? n1? ~? n3? n4? 
2. vlhat is the value of X11? X13? ~2? ~5? X33? X44? X55? 
3. Hhat is the value of Xij for i = 2, j = 4? i = 4, j = 1? 
i = 1, j = 5? 
4. What is the value of i when xi2 = 3? xi3 = 7? xi4 = 11? 
5. Hhat is the value of j when Xlj :::: 3? X2j :::: 7? X4j = 8? 
6. vlhat is the Value Of (i,j) "!Then Xij = 7? 4? 8? 
Addition notation. Once again we use-a E to denote sumna.tion. Nmr, 
however, we have to be especial~ careful about indices of summation. For 
ni 
example, EX .. says to add all the X.j's in the i-th sample. There will be j=l l.J J. 
k -
k such quantities. Again, .E X.j says to add the j-th:observations from all J.=l J. 
samples. This is generally not very meaningful unless there is something 
common about the observations. For example, if we obtained a sample of n 
sets of twins, the symbol X .. could be such that 1 referred to the indivi-J.J 
dual in the set while j referred to the particular set. Then i would equal 
.. 6-
··1 or 2 and the 2 's might receive a dietary supplement while the 1; s would 
2 
not. Here, E Xij would be a total for the set of twins and there would be i=l . 
n s~ch totals where n is the number of sets. 
To avoid the use of summation signs and indices, a so-called dot nota-
tion is sometimes used. In this case, a dot replaces the s'lllmlation sign and 
.. ni k k,ni 
the index involved. Thus E X. . = X. , . E1Xi . = X . , j=l l.J J.o J.= J OJ E X. = X = the i,j J.j •• 
grand total • 
. PROBLEMS INVOLVING ADDITION 
Using the numbers given for the preceding set of problems: 
1. Find EX.j for i = 1. For i =·4. j l. 
2. Find EX .. for j = 3. For j = 4. j l.J 
3. Find x2 ., x4 .~ x.1, x.2• 
4. Find X . for j = 3· 
•J 
5. How many values of X. are there? 
. . l.. 
6. What is the value of xl.? x4.? x.l? x.3? x •• ? 
7. Where a E appears in problems 1 and 2, replace by dot notation. 
8. Hhere a dot appears in problems 3,4,5, replace by E notation. 
PAIRED OBSERVATIONS: Suppose we have a sample of n pairs of observa-
tions. An observation is denoted by Xi., 1 = 1, 2; j = 1, ••• , n. Set 
J - -
x1j - ~j = Djo Then the mean is denoted by d and dj = Dj - d is a deviate. 
PROBLEMS 
-
.. X • 2• 
2. ShovT that Ed j 2 = .tx1j 2 + Ex2j 2 - 2Ex1jx2j • 
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Simultaneous samples -unpaired observations. When more than one 
sample is taken, an observation may be denoted by xij where i refers to 
the sample and j to the observation within the sample. When the observa-
tions are unpaired, the j-th observation in the first sample is no more 
like the j-th observation in the second sample than it is like any other. 
Thus a EXij is not meaningful. This is not so in the case of paired 
i 
samples where the j-th observations might be twins • Here a p:ij is mean-
ingful. 
Consider the simple case of two samples, i = 1,2, in the general 
situation where the samples are of unequal size, n1 and~· 
To compute a variance to be used as a yardstick in answering the 
usual statistical questions it is necessary to eliminate the effect of the 
difference between means. Thus if the samples are from populations with 
very different means but·a common variance, the overall variance would 
be much larger than that within either sample. It is customary to pool 
the two sample variances in a way which weights each according to the num-
ber of d.f. associated with it; the larger the sample the greater the 
weight. The result is called a "within sample" variance or a pooled 
variance. It is calculated as 
PROBLEM: Show that 
s 2 = p 
s 2 
p = 
(n1-l)s12 + (~-l}s22 
n1 + ~- 2 
i.e. the pooled sum of squares divided by the pooled d.f. 
ir, .X .• 
It is clear that the mean x = 'f~J , is a weighted average of 
• • nl 
the sample means. 
PROBLEM: Show that 
-X 
•• 
.. 8 -
i~e. the weighted sum of the means divided-by the sum of the weights. 
Hhen a variance among means is required, it is customary to 
·· compute a weighted variance. 
PROBLEM: Show that the weighted sum of squares 
(- - )2 !:n. X. - X ~ ~0 •• 
= 
(DClj)2 
+ 
(!:X2j)2 (!:Xij)2 
nl n2 nl+~ 
n n c - )2 1 2 
= X -X 1 2 n1 + n2 
It is also to be noted that the total sum of squares is the sum 
of the within-sample sum of squares and the weighted sum of squares among 
the meanso This may be written as in the following problem. 
PROBLEM: Show that 
This property is often used as a method of obtaining the error sum 
of squares. From the total sum of squares, subtract the sum of squares 
attributable to means. 
The test criterion for the hypothesis of no difference between the 
means of the populations sampled is Student's t or Snedecor 1 s F. 
PROBLEM: Show that for unpaired samples of equal size 
= F 
Note that the numerator ofF is a multiple of the variance of means. 
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~taneous semples - the completely random design or one,-way classificatic.cj 
In the case of a well-pl~~ed and executed experiment, the arithmetic of the 
analysis of variance will be simple. For the usual designs, this means that 
the various directly-computed sums of squares are additive. For example, 
a treatment sum of squares may be computed directly from treatment totals or 
means; error sums 9f squares are found by subtracting the directly-computed sunlli 
of squares frcm a total sum of squares. Direct computation is permissible 
because of independence of effects as represented by any two lines in the 
analysis of variance. 
Algebraically, independence implies that certain cross products are zero. 
To see this, consider the simple case of the completely rendom design. The 
model is given by 
i = l, • 0 0' k, j = l, • ., .,, M •. ~ 
The parameter ~ is estimated by x and Ti by x1 • - x, estimates such that the 
residual sum of squares is a minimum. ln terms of the estimates of the 
parameters, we may write an observation as 
Consequently 
x~j - x = (x. - x) + (X .. - x. ) 
ancl 
PROBLEMS: 
l. 
~ l 0 lJ l• 
( -)2 c- -)2 , c- -) c - ) c - ); 
. ~ . X. . - X = . ~ . X • - X + 211:: . X. - X X .. - X . + . ~j X . . - Xi • l;J lJ l,J l" . ~J ~· lJ ~· l, lJ 
Show .~.(x. - x)(XiJ' -xi.) = 0 l,J l" 
Z(Y. )2 (- -)2 (-Show .~. x. - x = nL. xi• l,J l' -~ - x)2 = _...;l;;;.."_ - c n where 
for n observations per treatment. 
3~ Re1vrite problems l and 2 for the case of unequal srunple sizes a.nd 
complete the proofs. 
The randcmized complete block design. In this case, we have a true two-
way classification. Here both subscripts refer to a class:Lfication whereas the 
second was only a tag for easy reference to an observation in the case of the 
completely random design. The model is 
xij = ~ + Pi + ~J + €ij 
- 10-
where i = 1, ••• , b blocks and j = 1, ••• , t treat~ents. It is fairly ~ 
obvious that f..1 is estimated by x, p. by i 1 - and by x.j -- x, 't'. - x. We may J. • J 
write 
- Cxi 0 - x) <i. J - x) (xij - - + ~) xiJ =X+ + + -x - ..!C•j i• 
or 
- (x.; 
- i) + (i.J - x) + (Xij - - x.j + iY. xij -X= -X J.• i• 
It follows tt~at 
i E. ex. J - i) 2 =.E. (ii - x}2 + 2.Ej (xi - iHi •. - i) + 21EJ (i1.- i)(x1j-ii -i .+i) 
'J ]. J., J • J., • ' J 1 • "J 
PROBLEMS: 
1. 
2. 
Show that the.thre~ cross-product terms are separately equal to zero. 
(- -)2 (- -)2 Show ifj xi• ·:-. x = t l xi• ·- x 
EX 2 
i io - C 
t = 
where 
The Latin Sguare. In the Latin square, we have a three-way classification 
>·rhere tloJ"O subscripts are actually sufficient to locate an observation, the 
third tells what treatment was received by the observation. Consider a square 
of side k. Tife may ,.,rite the model as 
The subscript 1 is in brackets to emphasize the fact that there are k2 , not 
k3, observations; any t is a set of i 1 j values. Estimate f..1 by x, p, by ]. 
xi. - i, Kj by x~j - x, a.ncl ""(t) by i(t) -X where x(t). ~:efe,re to:.,a,t~~tt:tn!ent 
mean. Again, 
- x .~x< > + 2X) 
•J t 
. . ' 
ALGEBRA NOTES PB 210 
Expected Values: A term commonly met in statistical literature is "oxpected 
value 11 • It is nothing more than a population average. Thus, if X is a variable 
from a population with mean ~, then the expected value of X is ~· Again, if 
.E(x. - x) 2 
we compute all possible values of s 2 = ~ for fixed n, a population of 
n-1 
s 21 s is obtained. The statement that this s 2 is unbiassed is equivalent to 
the statement that the average value or expected value of s 2 is a2 • 
The letter E is commonly used to indicate an expected value or the process 
of finding an expectation. Thus from the above paragraph E(X) = ~ and E(s 2 ) = a2 • 
Only the second statement requires proof. 
Calculation of Expected Values: For a finite population, it is easy to cal-
culate expected values. Suppose we are dealing with an unbiassed dieo The 
probability distribution involved is given by P(X =Xi) = l/6, Xi = 1, 2, ••• , 6~ 
Le. 1 the probability that the random variable X takes on the value Xi (which 
may be 1, 2, ••• , or 6) is 1/6. To find the expected value of X for this dis-
tribution, each value must be weighted by the probability with which it occurs, 
i.e., 
1J. = E(X) 
6 
= .E XiP(X = X.) i=l ~ 
= 1(1/6) + 2(1/6) + 3(1/6) + ••• + 6(1/6) 
= 3 1/2 
Problem: Find E(X2 ) for the above distribution. 
In general, for a finite population, one finds an expected value by adding 
all possible values and dividing by the total number. Where a number occurs 
more than once, it must be added as often as it occurs. This will generally 
mean multiplying it by its frequency before adding. Or, all numbers may be mul-
tiplied by their relative frequencies in which case the divisor (the total num-
ber) is not requiredo The sum of the relative frequencies is unity, i.e., they 
are probabilities. 
Where an infinite population, such as the normal, is involved, the defini-
tion is obviously not applicable. The arithmetic becomes a little fancier, new 
symbols and terms are required. Actually, with a few rules which are fairly 
~ obvious, simple algebra is sufficient for solving many problems. 
.. 
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Rules of Operatior. ·.vi th Expected Values: The letter E is sometines re-
ferred to as an operator. It indicates that a certain operation i3 required, 
the operation of taking an expectation. These rules are: 
1. E(k) = k where k is a constant. 
This is obvious from the definition of an expected value. 
E(k) = ~kP(X =Xi)= kLP(X =X.)= k•l since the sum of all the probabil-
i i ~ 
ities is unity. 
2. E(kX) = kE(X). 
This is again obvious from the definition. 
3. E(X1 + x2 + ••• + Xn) = E(X1 ) + E(X2 ) + ••• + E(Xn). 
Here, the X. 1s refer to different variables rather than different values of 
~ 
a single variable. For example, this might be the case of tossing n dice. 
This says that the average of a sum equals the sum of the averages. 
3a. E(k1X1 + k2X2 + ••• + knXn) = k1E(X1 ) + k2E(X2 ) + ''" + knE(Xn)o 
This is a eombination of rules 2 and 3. 
Problem: (Use the rules): What is the expected value of the sample mean, x? 
By definition, cr2 = E [(X - ~) 2 J o I.e., the variance is the average value 
of (X - ~) 2 • 
Problem: Show that cr2 = E(X2 ) - ~2 • 
Independence in Random Sampling: A sample of one observation can be plotted 
as a point on a line. A sample of two requires a plane unless ant! throws away 
some of the information, as in computing a mean~ A probability distribution for 
a sample of one observation is shown as a series of lines vertical to the axis 
(discrete variable) or as a curve above the axis (continuous variable). For a 
sample of two, a series of lines sticking up through a plane, or a surface 
(eog., a hemisphere) above a plane is required. Distributions for sets of 
observations, such as a sample, are called joint probability dist~ibutions. 
In random sampling of a continuous variable or of a discrete one with re-
placement, 
E(X.Xj) = E(X. )E(X.) ~ ~ J 
Subscripts indicate the order of sampling. 
drawn. 
I~e., X. is the i-th observation 
J. 
Problem: Shmr that E(Xi - ~)(Xj - 1-l) = 0 in !'and.om sampling as indicated above, 
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~ARIANOE~P A M,MN. By cle:f'inition 
2 (- )2 o- = Ex - 1J. X 
= E ( z~i - n: ) 2 
= E(E(Xin- J.L)) 2 
= ~ E [(Xl- J.L)2 + ••• + (Xn- J.L)2 + 2(Xl- J.L)(X2- J.L) 
+ 2(X1 - J.L)(x3 - IJ.) + •o• + 2(Xn_1- J.L)(Xn • J.L)] 
1 [ 2 2 
= 2 E a + ••• + a + 2 .. 0 + 2.0 + ••• + 2.0 J 
n 
{By definition and previous problem) 
= ~ • na2 
n 
= a2/n 
UNBIASSEDNESS OF s 2 • Consider the numerator of s 2 1 ioe. E(X1 - x) 2 • 
-- E [ 'l:'vi2 - (EXni )2] E [ Z(X1 - x) 2 J ~ 
[ (EX )2 ·1 
= ZE (Xi 2) - E n 1 -
(Note one term is the sum of expected values squared while the other is the ex-
pected value of a squared sum. The latter will involve cross-products.) 
• 
• • 
= EE(X. 2 ) - ! E [EX. 2 + 2..~1x2 + 2X,X3 + ... + 2X 1x ] 1. n 1. • n- n 
= EE(X 2) - ! EE(X 2) - g n(n - 1) 
1 n 1 n 2 
= n [ a2 + J.l.2 J - .!l [ cr2 + J.l.2 J - (n - l)J.L•IJ. 
n 
(See problem in section on rules,) 
= (n - l)a2 '+ (n - l)IJ.2 - (n - l)IJ.2 
= (n - l)a2 • 
ALGEBRA NOTES 
ON 
REGRESSION AND CORRELATION 
Given a population of (X, Y)•s, the regression of Y on X is defined as the 
line traced by the mean values of-Y. Each mean value is that for a population 
of Y's having a specified X-value. 
·Where the regression of Y on X is linear, we may write 
lly.x = a + t3X. 
Here, a and ~ are numerical constants and we need only substitute the desired 
value of X in order to find the numerical value of the mean of the Y's having 
that value of X. For a sample, the regression of Y on X is usually written as 
Y = a+bX 
= y. + b(x - x) 
and the notion of a population mean or its estimate is obscured. This may be 
..... 
remedied to some extent by placing a "' over the Y to give Yo Here, a and b 
are estimates of a and~. 
In estimating any population mean, the usual procedure is to calculate an 
estimate such that the sum of the squares of the differences between the observed 
4lt value and the estimate is a minimum. In the process, the sum of the differences 
is found to be zero. 
It can be shown that 
l:(Y - Y) = 0 
and 
E(Y - Y) 2 = a minimum 
"' when Y is an observed value and Y is the corresponding estimate of lly.x as ob-
tained from the previous equation. 
A 
Problem 1: Show l:(Y - Y) = 0, 
Problem 2: Show that l:(Y- Yt= E(Y- y} 2 - b2E(X- x)~ 
(Hint: Replace Y by y + b(X- x) and use the definition of bo) 
A I'\ ('OJ - -To show that E(Y- Y) 2 is a minimum, replace Y by Y = y + (b+k1 )(X-x) + k2, 
essentially a new line with a different origin and slope. 
Consider 
y- y = (Y- y) - (b + k )(X- x) - k • 1 2 
Square this quantity as indicated by the brackets 
~ [(a - b - c) 2 = a2 + b2 + c2 - 2ab - 2ac + 2bc] and consider the sum of squares, 
E(Y- Y) 2 • This can now be shown to be equal to the answer of problem 2 plus 
terms which are either zero or positiveo 
Problem 3: Complete the proof just outlined. 
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Since the yts are required to be randomly drawn from the populations 
specified by the-x-values, the variance of b = Ex1yi/Exi2 is easily calculated. 
In general, the variance of the linear function Ea.y. is given by 
~ ~ 
Za. 2 ai2 + 2 E a.aja'j~ Forb, the yrs are independent so that the second term ~ i<j ~ ~ 
is zero. 
Problem 4: Forb, what is ai? Show that the variance of b is aY•X2 /Exi2 • 
The portion of the sum of squares of Y which can be attributed to varia-
tion in the X's, is given by (Exy) 2 /Ex2 • 
Problem 5: Show that (Exy) 2 /Ex2 = b2 Ex.2 • 
The correlation coefficient is a useful and meaningful quantity when the 
pairs of observations are randomly drawn. The square of r is the fraction of 
the total sum of squares for the dependent variable which can be attributed to 
variation in the independent variable. 
4lt Problem 6: Show that (Exy)Jr.x2 = r 2 Ey2 • 
When two regressions are meaningful, either variable may be regarded as 
the independent one. The regressions of Y on X and of X on Y are denoted by 
by.x and bX•Y respectivelyq 
Problem 7: Show that r 2 = bY•Xbx~y· 
Problem 8: s Show that by .. x = r s; • 
In testing b 
b 
for significance, t may be used as the criterion, 
t = or F may be used, F = 
Reduction in Z~ 
(Reduced Ey2 )/(n ~ 2) • 
Problem 9: Show that t 2 = F .. 
PLANT BREEDING 211 
Algebra Notes 
March 11, 1955 
Derivation ~ solution £! certain linear equations 
arising ln statistics 
Although the general class-room approach (Plant Breeding 210 and 211) 
to the problem of testing hypotheses may seem to imply that a criterion 
(t, X2 , F, etc.) is decided upon and then justified, there are general 
theories which give rise to test criteria. One of these is the so-called 
maximum likelihood theory which gives rise to the test criteria so far 
discussed as well as others. This theory results in minimizing the residual 
sum of squares when the data are assumed to have a normal distribution. 
Thus, we could equally well talk about a least-squares procedure 
in these cases. 
least squares equations can be derived by following a simple set of rules 
without any special knowledge of the mathematics that gives rise to them. 
Consider the simple case described by the model 
x. = ~ + €. or Xi - ~ = €. ~ ~ ~ 
" The problem is to estimate ~, say by ~, so that 
1. E(residual)2 = E(Xi - ~)2 = minimum 
The estimating equation is given by 
A 
-2E(Xi - ~) = O. 
A " EXi 
EX. - n~ = 0 or ~ = i ~ . n 
2. 
. 
• • 
-= x • 
In equation 2, the 2 comes from the power 2 in the sum of squares. 
Since it is present in every least squares equation, it may be ignored en-
" tirely. The -1 is the coefficient of ~ in the equation. One cannot gen-
erally ignore this coefficient though the sign may be ignored since it 
affects the total equation rather than a part of it. The other property to 
be noted is that equation 2 involves rewriting equation 1 without the square. 
Consider the case where two parameters are to be estimated to give a 
regression equation. The model is 
Yi = a + ~xi + €i 
" " and parameters a and ~ are to be estimated by o: and !3, say. The problem is 
" " to find o: and !3 such that 
0 E(residual)2 " " 2 = E(Y. - a - 13X.) = ~ 0 ~ minimum. 
The estimating equations are given by 
- 2 - ,., 
= o, the a equation, 
,., 
= o, the ~ equation. 
In generalizing about least squares equations, note that we require a re-
writing of the least squares equation without the square, that the coefficient 
of the estimator in the equation becomes a multiplier of the equation, that 
this multiplier is properly inside the summation sign but that its sign may 
be ignored, and that there are as many equations as parameters to be estimated. 
These rules will require some modification when certain subscripts are re-
quired on the parameters but, meanwhile, may be summarized as follows: 
i. Write, in brackets, the expression for the general residual as often 
as there are parameters to be estimated. 
ii. Multiply the expressions successively by the coefficients of the 
parameters to be estimated. 
iii. Precede each of the expressions in ii. by a summation sign and equate 
to zero. 
Let us now solve equations 3. They become 
from which 
and 
or 
or 
from which 
,., ,., 
EY - no: - ~.tX = 0 1 . . i 
,., EYi ,., '£Xi 
a= --13-
n n 
• "'-• A 
= y - ~x, ~ not yet available, 
EXJ..YJ.. - ~ -~EX 2 = 0 i . i 
,., 
j3EX 2 = 
. i 
= EXiYi - (y - 8i)tX1, using the ~ equation, 
,., 2 .. ) ~(txi - xEXi = EXi yi - yEXi 
EXiYi 
(EYi)(txi) 
,., n Exy j3 = = -(EX )2 Ex2 
l:X2 i 
-i n 
Proceeding to the general k-variate regression problem, we wish to 
minimize 
- 3 -
Following the three rules, the k+l equations become 
.... 
A .... ,.. 
Z(Yi 
- a: - ~lxli - ~2x2i - ••• - ~k~i) = o, 
,.. 
the a equation 
,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 
EXli(Yi - a - ~lxli - ~2x21 - ••• 
-
13k~i) = o, 
,.. 
the ~l equation 
• • • 
,.. 
= o, the 13k equation. 
Problem 1: Obtain the three equations for k = 2 and solve. 
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The Expected Value !E2:, Var:i.ance g! .!:a! Sample Regression Coefficient 
By definition, the regression of Y on X is given by the equation 
~Y•X = E{YX) = a + ~, 
i.e. tor each value of X there is a mean Y, ~Y·X' de];lend.ent upon X. This 
also states that there is a distribution ot Y-values for each X and that 
X appears as a parameter in any distribution of Y. 
The least-squares procedure leads to estimates of a and ~~ namely 
a=a=y-bx 
,.. 
~ = b = (txy)/Ex2 • 
If the estimates are such that E{a) = a and E{b) = ~, then the esti-
mates are said to be {mean-) unbiassed estimates of a and ~~ 
Consider E{b)~ 
Problem 1: 
E{b) & E(l:x~) 
Ex 
= ~2 ( ExiE(Y1 - y)] 
= ~2 ( tx1E(Yi) - tx1E(y) J 
• ~2 [ tx1 (a + ~x1 )] , by definition and since .tx1 = 0 
1 
= tx2 [ atxi + ~r.xi xi ] 
= ~ 
E(a) = E(y ... b;~) 
= E(y) - XE(b) since x is a parameter of the 
distribution 
= ~Y·i - il' 
= a 
Consider the variance of b. By definition, 
ab2 = E(b- E(b)}2 
= E(b2) • 132 
We will use the following relation. Since 
ay.x2 = E(Yi}2 - [E(Yi)] 2 , constant for all X, 
Then E(Yi)2 = oy.x2 + ~(Yi). 
Now 
oy.x 2 tx 2 2 7 X X.j..L j..L i ~·xi i j 1 J Y•Xi Y•Xj 
= Ex2 + (tx2)2 + (zx2)2 
ay.x 2 (ExiiJ.Y•Xi)2 
= !:x2 + (Ibc:2)2 
2 
ay.x [ txi '"'Y·i + 13 (xi - i)) J 2 
= tx2 + (Ex2)2 
2 
0Y•X [ ~.itxi + 13txi (xi - i> J 2 
= + Ex2 (Ex2)2 
2 
ay.x 
+ ~2 = tx2 
a 2 b = E(b2) .. 132 
0 Y•X 
2 
= tx2 
- 3 -
By definition, the variance of a is given by 
aa = E(a2 ) - E2 (a) 
E(a2 ) = E(y - bx)2 
= E(y2) - 2iE(by) + x2E(b2 ) 
First, 
ay.x 
2 
E<r> + E2(y) = n 
aY•X 
2 
+ ~ _2 = 
n Y·x 
Second, -2XE(by) 2X = --Ex E(Y y) Ex 2 1 1 
1 
and for fixed 1, 
EY 
E(Y1y) • E(Y1~) 
= ~{E(Y12) + E(Yij7iYj)J 
=.!{a 2+u.. 2+1.1 4~ \ 
n Y•X · l•X1 Y·X1jpi Y •Xj i 
= 1 {a 2 + ~ E ~ l 
n Y•X Y•X1 j Y·Xj j 
= ! fa 2 + n~ ~ -} 
n \ Y•X Y•X1. Y•x 
Problem: Show E~ i Y•Xi = n~y­•X 
Hence, 
Finally 
- 4-
l i 2 
= a 2(- + -) Y•X n tx2 
= a 2( EX2) Y•X ntx2 
B.y definition, the covariance of a and b is given by 
E(ab) - E(a)E(b) 
E(ab) = E(y - bx)b 
= E(by) - XE(b2 ) 
a 2 
- Y•X Cov(ab) = C¥f) - x - ($ tx2 
• 
• 
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Solutions £! Linear Equations 
Consider the equation 
a1X + b1Y + c1 = o. (1) 
Provided at least one of the constants a1 and b1 is not zero, this equation 
can be interpreted as a straight line in the (X,Y)-plane. This line is the 
locus of all points (x1,Yi) which satisfy the equation. A~ pair of values 
which satisfies the equation is said to be a solution of the equation. 
Now if we have a second such equat~on 
a2x + b2Y + c2 = o, (2) 
we have a second line. If these two lines intersect, i.e. if they are not 
parallel, the coordinates of the point of intersection satisfy both equations. 
We have a common solution for equations (1) and (2); or, we have solved the 
simultaneous equations. 
Now if we have a third equation 
a3x + b3Y + c3 .- 0, .. · 
the corresponding line may pass through the"'poiht ·of-~intersection 
other pair but need not. 
(3) 
of the 
In case three equations have a c~on solution, i.e. the three lines have 
a common point of intersection, any two, generally, of the equations are 
.. 
sufficient to obtain a solution of the set of equations; the third equation 
turns out to be a linear function of the other two, i.e. m(l) + n(2) = (3) 
where m and n are constants and (l).J _(2) and (3) are the equations. For 
example, consider the equations 
X = 2 (4) 
y 
= 3 (5) 
X+ 2Y = 8. (6) 
It is readily seen that 1(4) + 2(5) = 6. It is also seen that any two 
equations are capable of supplying a solution but that the solution actually 
consists of equations (4) and (5). Had the last equation been X + 2Y = 6, 
. l . 
then there would be no solution common to the three equations. 
Consider the equations 
X+Y=2 and X + Y = 6o 
Here are two equations, but they do not have a common solution. Graphically, 
they give parallei lines. 
- 2 -
In general, n equations in n unknowns are necessary and sufficient to 
obtain a common solution. However, we have seen that certain conditions 
must be imposed upon tbem in order that they can be solved. 
~ equations .!!! !!.Q unknowns. Consider the two general equations (l) 
and (2) where at least one of c1 and c2 is not zero. The obvious method 
of solution is to solve one, say (1), for X in terms of Y and substitute this 
.in the other. We . obtain 
or 
_and 
X = 
- b1Y - c1 
al 
- b1Y- c1 
a2( al ) + b2Y + c2 
a2bl a2cl 
= (b2 - -)Y + (c2 - -.--) = . 0 
al al 
y = 
X - . 
= 
= 
a2cl - alc2 al 
al . al b2 - _a2$l 
.. c 1 
. - a2blcl + alblc2 ~ alb2cl + a2blcl 
al(alb2- a2bl) 
blc2 - b2cl 
alb2 - a2bl 
Here· th~ denominat~~s are th~ same ~bile the numerators differ in that ai 
repla~es b1 and the sign changes. Obviously, we have no meaningful soluti_on 
for our equations ·if a1b2 - a2b1 = o. · 
The result a1b2 - a2b1 ~ 0 is so~t~s written as 
al 
a2. 
It is called a determinanto 
(1) and (2) as 
bl 
0 
al 
= = 
b2 bl. 
We may now rewrite 
a2 (7) 
b2 
ou;- solution of ~quations __ 
• 
• 
-
. 
• 
• 
- 3 -
... , cl bl al cl 
X 
jc2 b2 y a2 c2 
= , = 
al bl al bl 
a2 b2 a2 b2 
Problems: 1. Find the numerical values of 
12 
3' 1 
-9, 1-~ -2 ' 5 71 , 3 3 I :~ 4 
12+3 ~I, ,-1 -9, 1-: 3 5+7 -3 3 ' , -2 
I~ 5j ll+2~3) -9 I 12(:2) -2 I 7 I 1 -9+2(3)1 1 2(4) 1 • 
2. Do the previous numerical results suggest that we look for certain 
generalizations? Elaboratet 
3. Show that the solution,-obtained by the method of determinants, for 
equations 
-= y 
" 
tx.y1 
- l. - and is 0: = y+ X tx2 i 
• 
-
•'• 
y .. y 
4. Let x' X • X and y 1 = = • sx sy 
Show that the regression equations of 
X on Y and Y on X are given by 
I :: ~'-I = 0 and r I y' I I~, = o, respectively. 
5· Show that the solution of equations (1) and (2)- is given by 
X y -1 
bl = = bl • cl al el al 
c2 b2 a2 c2 a2 b2 1 
··, 
-- 4 -
A determinant is always square and the vertical lines imply an operation 
just as +, -, x and + do. We now define another term, a matrix. A matrix is a 
rectangular array of numbers. No operation upon these numbers is implied, 
as in the case of a determinant, but the usual arithmetic operations are 
defined for matrices. Some device is usually used to contain the numbers of 
a matrix. For example, we write 
(X Y) or II X y H,. 
or 
b2 1 and so on. 
The first matrix is simply a pair of numbers used to locate a point on 
a plane; the second matrix is that of the coefficients of X and Y in 
equations (1) and (2). 
Ao.dition of matrices is defined as the addition of elements in correspond• 
ing positions. This implies that the matrices must have the same number of 
~ 
rows and columns. Thus, 
112 711 + il 3 .. 5 il = II 5. 1211 
and 113 -1 il + li-8 .. -6 il -.:: ll-5 -7!1 • 
·-· 
Subtraction is similarly defined_. 
Multi;elication is defined in a row-by-column manner. The element in the 
i,j-th position of the resulting matrix is the sum of products of similarly-
located elements in the i-th row of the first matrix and the j••th column of 
the second. For example, 
II : : II II : ~ tl = 
i : = 
In general 
II a1.1 II = 
1-~·ae + bg 
ce + dg 
= 
af + bhll' 
cf + db 
When two matrices are multiplied, the number of columns in the first 
must equal the number of rows in the second. Neither matrix need be square. 
The resulting matrix will have as many rows as the first and columns as the 
second. 
Division is defined for square matrices as the inverse of multiplication 
so that 
• 
• 
• 
.. 5 -
II: :11 ll: : ,,~1 II 1 ~II = 0 
,. a 
can solve for II c 
b ij -1 
d II where the superscript -1 is read as "inverse" • We 
as follows. Set 
II: : ~ -l = ~: :II. Then II: 
by definition, so that ax + bz = 1, ay + bw = 0 1 ex + dz = 01 and cy + dw = 1. 
Since these equations are really two pairs, the solution is easy. We have 
-I-~ bl d, -1: -1, 0 ' -1 0 
-1 :I -1: 0,. 
-1 X = 1 z = 
' 
y = 1 w = • 
I : :I 1: :I 1: :I 1: :I 
d ~·c -b a 
= ad - be ' = 1 = 1 = ad - be ad - be ad - be 
d -b 
II: :II ad - be ad - be The inverse of is -c a 
ad .. be ad - be • 
Notice that each denominator is the determinant of the original matrix and 
that each numerator involves a single element of it. The letters are now in 
the reverse order; where they went clockwise a, b 1 d, c, they now go counter-
clockwise a, b, d, c with some sign changes. 
Systems of simultaneous equations are sometimes written using matrix 
notation. E.g. ,.. 
n EXli .EX2i ••• .E~i a .EYi 
2 ,.. 
.EXli .EXli .EXlix2i ••• .EXlixki ~1 .EX1 .Y. l. l. 
2 " 
.EX2i .EX2ixli .EX2i ••• .EX2i~i ~2 .EX2iyi 
X • . • • • • ~ • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 4 • = • 
• • 
.E~i2 ...... .E~i ~ixli .EXkix2i ••• ~k ~iyi 
vlhen the two matrices on the left are multiplied, they give a (k+l)xl 
matrix as is the one on the right. Corresponding elements are now equated 
giving rise to the system required for the general k-variate analysis. 
Note the symmetry of the matrix of coefficients; if the top row and left 
column were crossed out, the remaining matrix would be the covariance matrix. 
-'6-
Problems: 
1. Add 1. II 2 1 II and II 9 9 II 
i1. 
II ~ ~II II~ 6 II and .~ : -2 
2. Subtract i. II 3 Bll from llll -6 II 
11. 
II ~ ~I from -8 6 II 3 -2 
3. i. From your experience with questions 1 and 21 how do you think 
~a II: : II should be defined where a is a constant multiplier? 
1i. Using your definition above, complete the multiplication and find 
the determinant of the result. 
Is the value of this determinant equal to a I : · ·~ I ? 
4. Show that the inverse of II: :11 is both a right~~ a left inverse • 
5. Find the inverse of II ~ : II, ~~-~ -~ II . Check that your inverses 
·are both right and left inverses • 
6. Multiply i. 
11. 
II~ ~II 
II~ 7 9 
~II 
6 
-7 
2 
How many ways can the multiplication be done in 1.? In ii.? Do they lead 
to identical or symmetrical results? 
7. Write the equations of problem 3, page 3, in matrix notation. Why is the 
matrix of coefficients not symmetric? If this matrix is denoted by A, then 
= l • ·show that I ~ = 
• 
• 
• 
• 
- 7-
Consider a completely random design in which there are only two treat-
ments and n observations are made on each. The model is 
Xij = ~ + Ti + €ij' i = 1, 2, j = 1, ~ •• , n 
Following our rules for writing least squares equations from which to estimate 
~, T1 and 1:2 , we have -· 
#to .... 
i;j (xij - ll - ·ri) = 0 (8) 
;.. 
"' E(X1 . - ~ - ~1) = 0 (9) j J 
"' "' E(X2 . - JJ. ... ~2) = 0 (10) j J 
Notice that rule iii. which calls for a summation sign does not tell us 
what subscripts we sum over. This is easily answered. In equation (8), the 
;.. "' "' ~ equation, ~e sum over 1 and j becau~e every residual (Xij - ~ - ~i) is con-
cerned with ~o In equation (9), the T1 equation, we sum over j only since 
. ;.. . "' 
only residuals containing ~l supply~ !~ormation about : 1• Consequently, 
we don't;..make use of residuals .<~?J ~--~- ~2 >_ so d:ontt sum over 1. Similarly 
for the T2 equation. You may also argue from rule ii. that the coefficient of 
"' . ( '· " ) ~l is zero for residu.als x2j - ~ - ~2 so such terms disappear from the 
equation. In other words, we don't sum over 1. 
Equations (8), (9) and (10) reduce to 
"' "' "' 17JxiJ - 2~ - nT1 - n~2 = 0 (11) 
;.. ,.. (12) flj- n~ - n~1 = 0 
,.. ,.. 
(13) lx2J - nil ... n~2 = 0 
From equations (12) and (13), 
"' "' -(~ + ~1) = xle 
;.. ,.. 
... 
and (~ + ~2) = x2• • 
It is immediately obvious that equation (11) is the sum of equations (12) and 
(13) and is useless in further solving our equations. We need one more indepen-
dent equation in order to obtain a solution. 
Equation (11) now becomes 
from which 
"' 
... -Now ~1 = x1 • - x 
"' ;.. (~1 + ~2) 
;.. -ll = Xo 
and 
We have already seen that this :i.s 
= 0 (14) 
= 0 
"' -~2 = • X • 
- 8 ... 
Problems: 
1. Write out the least squares equations for 
i. a completely random design with t treatments, each replicated 
n1 times, i = 1, •• ~, t. 
ii. a randomized complete block design with r replicates and t treatments. 
iii. a latin square design of side r. 
,., 
2. Shew that the ~ equation is the sum of some or all of the other equations 
in all cases. 
'· How many independent equations do you ba.ve for each case? 
4. What additional equation or equations are needed in each of the three 
cases? 
• 
• 
• 
• 
- 9-
Equations such as 11, 12, 13, 14 can be written in matrix notation and 
solved by determinantal methods. Thus, the equations may be written 
A 
2n n n ~ 
-A 
n n 0 ~1 
A 
n 0 n 
.. 2 
0 1 1 
= 
.zjx .. l, lJ 
Jxlj 
!:X2. j J 
0 
(15) 
Since determinants have not been defined for other than square arrays, 
we cannot have a determinant for the 4x3 matrix. We have already seen that 
the first three equations were not independent, that one was the sum of the 
other two, and was useless in terms of solving for the three unknowns. Any 
of these equations may be safely omitted. Thus, we have 
A 
n n 0 ~ Jxlj 
A (16) n 0 n 
.. 1 = JX2j 
A 
0 1 1 ~2 0 
as a sufficient set of equations. 
A -We have already seen that the solution of these equations is ~ = x, 
~l = x1 • • x, ~2 = x2 • - x. In problem 7, page 6, we observed, for a 
particular set of equations, that a solution of 
A 
-
A 
-
A a: y is given by a: -1 y = = A A 
" 13 I:XiYi f3 !:XiYi 
" where A is the matrix of coefficients of the unknowns, a: and 13. 
This method of solution is general provided A is square and its deter• 
minant is not zero. This turns out to mean that the equations must be inde-
pendent, none being a linear combination of any of the others. For a 3x3 
matrix, the determinant is aefined as follows: 
a b c 
f 
al: : t bl: f + c I: :I (17) e = h i i g 
= aei - afh - bdi + bfg + cdh - ceg. 
This may also be computed as indicated in the following sketch1 
one 
• 
- 10 -
+ 
or aei + bfg + cdh - ceg - afh - bdi, as before. The expansion method, but 
not the sketched method, is a general one. vle have 
n n 0 
n 0 n :::: 0 - n2 
- n2 + 0 + 0 - 0 
0 1 1 
:::: 
-2n2 
as the determinant of the 3x3 matrix in (16). 
Some useful general rules for handling determinants follow. 
1. The value of a determinant is not altered by changing rows into columns 
and columns into rows. 
2. If two rows or two columns are interchanged, the determinant is changed 
in sign only. 
~ 3. If two rows or two columns are identical, the determinant is zero. 
4. If each element in any row, or any column, is multiplied by the same 
factor, then the determinant is multiplied by that factor. 
5. Any row or column can be increased or decreased by adding multiples of any 
of the other rows or columns. The value of the determinant is unaltered. 
Problems: 
lo Find the values of 
i) 1 l l ii) l 2 3 iii) ·7 3 l iv) l 3 ~I 3 0 3 , 0 4 6 
' 
.6 6 0 
' 
4 0 
2 8 9 0 l 2 ·3 3 l 2 6 41 
If we write a set of three linear equations as 
a1x + b1y + c1z + dl :::: 0 
a2x + b2y + c2z + d2 = 0 (18) 
a3x + b3y + c3z + d3 = o, 
then their solution is given by 
X y z -1 
= = = 
dl bl cl al dl cl al bl dl al bl cl 
(19) 
d2 b2 c2 a2 d2 c2 a2 b2 d2 a2 b2 c2 
d3 b3 c3 a3 d3 c3 a3 b3 d3 a3 b3 c3 
.. 
- 11 -
• Problems: 1. Show that (19) may be written symmetrically as 
X -y z -1 
= = = 
"b 
1 cl dl al cl dl al bl dl al bl cl 
b2 c2 d2 a2 c2 d2 a2 b2 d2 a2 b2 c2 
b3 c3 d3 a3 c3 d3 a3 b3 d3 a3 b3 c3 
2. Show that 
1: ~I -I: c.l 1: :I i 
a b c liD I 0 0 
d e f 
-1: ~I 1: :I -1: :I = 0 IDI 0 
g h i d 
:I -1: :I 1: :I 0 0 IDI g 
a b cl 
• where I D j is the determinant of d e f g h i 
3· How would you describe the formation of the matrix of determinants in 
terms of the original matrix? 
- 12 -
~ The Relation Between Experimental Design ~ Multiple Regression 
The general multiple regression model is usually written as 
Y. = ~ + Z~ X . + €. ~ a ~-a~ ~ 
or as 
y, = Z~_XN' + €,e ~ au:- ..... ~ ~ (15) 
Here the Xai's are observed parameters in the population mean whereas the ~a's 
are unknown and present a problem of estimation. 
In an experimental design model, the xai's take on only the values 0 or 1 
so are not generally shown, the ~a's are writ~en as p's, ~'s, etc. and certain 
relations usually exist among them~ For example consider a randomized block 
experiment with two treatments and two replicates. The usual model is 
xij = ~ + Pi + Tj + €ij' i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2. (16) 
However, it may be written as 
Yij = ~ + xlijPl + x2ijP2 + x3ijTl + x4ij~2 + €ij 
where Xlij = 1 for i = 1 and zero othe1·wise, x2ij = 1 for i = 2 and zero other-
wise, x3ij = 1 for j = 1 and zero otherwise, and X4ij = 1 for j = 2 and zero 
otherwise. Thus, we have 
yll = ~ + pl + Tl + €11 
yl2 = ~ + pl + ~2 + El2 
y21 = ~ + p2 + Tl + €11 
y22 = ~ + p2 + ~2 + €11' 
a set of equations more easily written as (16). 
Problems: 
(17) 
lo Substitute pl = -P2, ~l = -~2 and show that the reduction attributable to 
~ ~ 
regression is p1Z(Xlij - x2ij)yij + ~1z(x3ij - X4ij)yij and that this is 
equivalent to the anova reduction. 
2. Consider the multiple regression equation (15). Write the normal equa-
tions and their solution in matrix notation. Relate this to Snedecor's Gauss 
multiplier procedure in section 13.12o 
• 
- 13-
let II aij II denote a square matrix with determinant f- 0. If we strike 
out the i-th row and j-th column, and take the determinant of this new matrix, I b c. 
we have the minor of a-tj' say M1J.. Thus, in problem 2, pae;e 1, , . I is 
... t ll ~ ; 
f t f d t db A ' d f" d (-l)i+jMij" co ac or o a .. , eno e y .. , ~s e ~ne as 
~J ~J 
the minor of d. The 
Thus, the cofactor of d is (-1)1+2 1 : ~ I = -1 ~ ~ I· The matrix of cofactors 
is written as II Aij II • 
D • • • 0 · 
It can be shown that II aiJ·II·II Aj1 11 = : D. I o ··n l 
where D is the determinant of the matrix 11 aij 11 • Note the change of subscripts 
in 11 Aji II· This means we have interchanged rows and columns. The matrix 
IIAji II is also called the transpose of jj Aij II • 
We now have a method for computing the inverse of a matrix: form the 
matrix of cofactors; divide each element by the determinant of the matrix; the 
transpose of this matrix is the inverse of 11 aijll· The inverse of a matrix 
with zero determinant is not defined. 
Problem: Find the inverses of 
i) 1 1 1 ii) 1 2 3 iii) 1 3 2 
3 0 3 
' 
0 4 6 , 4 0 4 
2 8 9. 0 1 2 2 6 4. 
by use of the cofactor matrix. 
